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Summary: A reactor unit control system for small space reactors

Description: A novel reactor unit control system that is based on changing the reflector properties for small space reactors has been developed. The control system includes rotating reflectors or control drums that are formed from primary reflector material and a secondary reflector disposed on a selected surface. The reflective neutron flux is regulated by rotating the reflector(s) with respect to the reactor core; increasing the reflective neutron flux when the primary reflector is disposed towards the reactor core and decreasing the reflective neutron flux when the secondary neutron reflector is disposed proximate the reactor core. The control system solves the control reactivity problem in a more efficient way, with less required power, and better safety margins that current methods. Furthermore, it does not require a cooling system such as that required for traditional designs that using B₄C sheet within the drum rotating control systems.

Main Advantages of this Invention
- Does not require a cooling system
- Required lower power
- Improved safety margins

Potential Areas of Application
- Space and terrestrial applications
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